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Abstract

Syllogistic reasoning, a typical form of deduc-001
tive reasoning, is a critical capability widely re-002
quired in natural language understanding tasks,003
such as text entailment and question answer-004
ing. To better facilitate research on syllogis-005
tic reasoning, we develop a benchmark called006
SYLLOBASE that differs from existing syllo-007
gistic datasets in three aspects: (1) Covering008
a complete taxonomy of syllogism reasoning009
patterns; (2) Containing both automatically010
and manually constructed samples; and (3) In-011
volving both the generation and understand-012
ing tasks. We automatically construct 250k013
template-based syllogism samples by mining014
syllogism patterns from Wikidata and Concept-015
Net. To improve our dataset’s naturalness and016
challenge, we manually rewrite 1,000 samples017
from template-based data by adding distracting018
noise and paraphrasing as the test set. State-of-019
the-art pre-trained language models can achieve020
the best generation ROUGE-L of 38.06 by021
BART and the best multi-choice accuracy of022
77% by RoBERTa on SYLLOBASE, which in-023
dicates the great challenge of learning diverse024
syllogistic reasoning types on SYLLOBASE.025

1 Introduction026

Reasoning, as a typical way for human beings027

to obtain new knowledge and understand the028

world, is also an ultimate goal of artificial intelli-029

gence (Newell and Simon, 1956; Lenat et al., 1990).030

Reasoning skills, i.e., examine, analyze, and criti-031

cally evaluate arguments as they occur in ordinary032

language, have been required by many natural lan-033

guage processing tasks, such as machine reading034

comprehension (Liu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020),035

open-domain question answering (Kwiatkowski036

et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019), and text gener-037

ation (Dinan et al., 2019).1 According to different038

1The definition of logical reasoning, https://www.
lsac.org/lsat/taking-lsat/test-format/
logical-reasoning.

Table 1: An example of categorical syllogism. The
colored terms correspond to the symbols in the pattern.

Major premise Human is mortal.
Minor premise Socrates is human.
Conclusion Hence, Socrates is mortal.
Pattern All m are p, all s are m → All s are p.

mental processes, reasoning can be categorized as 039

deductive, inductive, abductive, etc.2 In Piaget’s 040

theory of cognitive development (Huitt and Hum- 041

mel, 2003), these logical reasoning processes are 042

necessary to manipulate information, which is re- 043

quired to use language and acquire knowledge. 044

Therefore, the study of logical reasoning is wor- 045

thy of our attention because it is so prevalent and 046

essential in our daily lives. 047

In this study, we focus on syllogism, which is 048

a typical form of reasoning and has been studied 049

for a long time (it was initially defined in Aristo- 050

tle’s logical treatises Organon, composed around 051

350 BCE). As shown in Table 1, a syllogism of- 052

ten contains two premises and a conclusion, where 053

the conclusion can be inferred based on the given 054

premises through a deductive reasoning process.3 055

Though reasoning-required tasks (such as question 056

answering) have been widely studied, the thorough 057

study to test the deductive reasoning capabilities of 058

a model or system is rare. In the study of syllogism, 059

there are only a few datasets, and they have several 060

limitations: (1) They focus merely on categorical 061

syllogism (shown in Table 1) (Dames et al., 2020; 062

Dong et al., 2020; Aghahadi and Talebpour, 2022). 063

Even though it is the most common type, syllo- 064

gisms come in a variety of forms. They involve 065

different reasoning processes and are also benefi- 066

cial. (2) Some datasets (Dames et al., 2020; Dong 067

et al., 2020) are not in natural language, which are 068

difficult to adapt to inference requirements in real 069

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reason
3There can also be three or more premises. More details

are given in Section 3.2.4.
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natural language scenarios. (3) More severely, all070

of them have less than 10k samples, which are not071

enough for training modern deep neural networks.072

To support further study on syllogistic reason-073

ing, in this work, we build a new natural language074

benchmark – SYLLOBASE, which has the follow-075

ing features (some examples are shown in Table 3):076

First, it is a more complete benchmark that covers077

five types of syllogisms. Therefore, it can support078

more fine-grained research on certain types, their079

interrelationships, and their combined effect on080

other tasks. Second, all premises and conclusions081

are written in natural language. It more closely082

resembles real-world application settings in which083

natural language descriptions rather than catego-084

rized inputs are provided. In addition, the power of085

large-scale pre-trained language models can also086

be harnessed effectively. Third, with our proposed087

automatic construction process, we collect a large088

number of samples (250k in total). They can sup-089

port the training of deep neural networks. In order090

to validate the performance on actual human syllo-091

gism, we also manually annotate 1,000 samples as092

the test set. This test set may also be used indepen-093

dently to assess the reasoning capability of models094

in a zero-/few-shot manner. Finally, to promote095

a more comprehensive investigation of syllogistic096

reasoning, we develop both a generation and an097

understanding task.098

The experimental results indicate that there is099

a great deal of room for improvement in the syl-100

logistic reasoning capabilities of existing models.101

Our additional experiments demonstrate the effi-102

cacy of transferring knowledge learned from our103

automatically constructed syllogism to actual hu-104

man reasoning.105

2 Background and Related Work106

2.1 Syllogism107

Syllogism is a common form of deductive reason-108

ing. Basic syllogism can be categorized as cate-109

gorical syllogism, hypothetical syllogism, and dis-110

junctive syllogism. They can be further combined111

into polysyllogisms. In this section, we use the112

most common categorical syllogism to introduce113

the term and structure of syllogism. Other types of114

syllogism will be introduced in Section 3.115

Table 1 shows a well-known categorical syllo-116

gism about “Socrates is mortal”. We can see a cat-117

egorical syllogism usually contains two premises118

and a conclusion. A common term (e.g., “human”)119

links two premises, and the premises respectively 120

define the relationship between “human” and “mor- 121

tal” or “Socrates”. The reasoning process is to draw 122

a conclusion based on the two premises. A syllo- 123

gism can also be described by a pattern, as shown 124

in the last row of Table 1. 125

2.2 Related Work 126

Syllogistic Reasoning Dataset Several syllogis- 127

tic reasoning datasets have been introduced to 128

promote the development of this field. CCO- 129

BRA (Dames et al., 2020) is a dataset with around 130

10k triplets (major premise, minor premise, conclu- 131

sion). The task is formed as a single-choice ques- 132

tion, and the ground-truth conclusion is shuffled 133

with several distractors. ENN (Dong et al., 2020) 134

is another similar dataset, but the syllogism is con- 135

structed from WordNet (Miller, 1995). SylloFig- 136

ure (Peng et al., 2020) and Avicenna (Aghahadi 137

and Talebpour, 2022) are two natural language text- 138

based syllogism reasoning datasets, but they are 139

designed for different tasks. SylloFigure annotates 140

the data in SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), restores 141

the missing premise, and transforms each syllo- 142

gism into a specific figure.4 The target is to predict 143

the correct figure type of a syllogism. Avicenna 144

is a crowdsourcing dataset, and the syllogism is 145

extracted from various sources, such as books and 146

news articles. These syllogisms are used for both 147

natural language generation and inference tasks. 148

Different from existing datasets that focus only 149

on categorical syllogism, our SYLLOBASE covers 150

more types and patterns of syllogism and is signifi- 151

cantly larger than existing datasets. More detailed 152

comparisons are shown in Table 2. 153

Logic Reasoning in NLP There are several tasks 154

and datasets related to logical reasoning in NLP. 155

The task of natural language inference (NLI) (Bos 156

and Markert, 2005; Dagan et al., 2005; MacCartney 157

and Manning, 2009; Bowman et al., 2015; Williams 158

et al., 2018), also known as recognizing textual en- 159

tailment, requires model to classify the relationship 160

types (i.e., contradicted, neutral, and entailment) 161

between a pair of sentences. However, this task 162

only focuses on sentence-level logical reasoning, 163

and the relationships are constrained to only a few 164

types. Another NLP task related to logical rea- 165

soning is machine reading comprehension (MRC). 166

There are several MRC datasets designed specifi- 167

4Figures in syllogism, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Syllogism.
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Table 2: Comparison of existing syllogism datasets.

Dataset #Types Natural Language Complete Patterns Source Size

CCOBRA 1 (Categorical) ✗ (Triplet) ✓ Crowdsourcing 10k
ENN 1 (Categorical) ✗ (Triplet) ✓ WordNet 7k
SylloFigure 1 (Categorical) ✓ ✗ SNLI 8.6k
Avicenna 1 (Categorical) ✓ ✗ Crowdsourcing 6k
SYLLOBASE (Our) 5 ✓ ✓ Knowledge Base & Crowdsourcing 250k

Table 3: Examples of syllogisms from our test set.

Categorical Syllogism
Premise 1: Carbon dioxide is a chemical compound.
Premise 2: Chemical compounds are considered pure sub-
stances.
Conclusion: Pure substances include carbon dioxide.

Hypothetical Syllogism
Premise 1: When you make progress in your project, you
may want to celebrate.
Premise 2: Having a party is a good choice if you want to
celebrate.
Conclusion: You may want to have a party if you achieve
great progress in your project.

Disjunctive Syllogism
Premise 1: Newspapers are generally published daily or
weekly.
Premise 2: Some newspapers are not published weekly.
Conclusion: Some newspapers are daily newspapers.

Polysyllogism
Premise 1: Some movies are not cartoon movies.
Premise 2: Science fiction animations belong to animated
films.
Premise 3: Remake films are also films.
Conclusion: Some remakes are out of scope of science
fiction cartoons.

Complex Syllogism
Premise 1: If Jack has computer skills and programming
knowledge, he could write programs.
Premise 2: Jack cannot write computer programs, but he
can use computers.
Conclusion: Jack does not have programming knowledge.

cally for logical reasoning, such as LogiQA (Liu168

et al., 2020) and ReClor (Yu et al., 2020). A para-169

graph and a corresponding question are given, and170

the model is asked to select a correct answer from171

four options. This task requires models to conduct172

paragraph-level reasoning, which is much more173

difficult than NLI.174

The above logic reasoning NLP tasks attempt to175

improve models’ general logic reasoning capability,176

but they pay little attention to different types of rea-177

soning processes, such as deductive reasoning or178

inductive reasoning. In this work, we study a spe-179

cific form of deductive reasoning, i.e., syllogism.180

We hope our benchmark can support more in-depth181

studies on the reasoning process.182

3 Data Construction 183

Our target is to develop a large-scale benchmark 184

and support research on several typical kinds of 185

syllogistic reasoning. It is straightforward to col- 186

lect data through human annotation, as most ex- 187

isting datasets have explored (Dames et al., 2020; 188

Aghahadi and Talebpour, 2022). However, this 189

method is impracticable for obtaining large-scale 190

data due to the high cost of human annotation. 191

Therefore, we propose constructing a dataset auto- 192

matically from existing knowledge bases and man- 193

ually rewriting 1,000 samples as the test set. 194

3.1 Data Source 195

Inspired by existing studies (Dong et al., 2020) 196

that collect data from knowledge bases, we choose 197

Wikidata (Vrandecic and Krötzsch, 2014) and Con- 198

ceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) as our data sources 199

because they contain large-scale high-quality enti- 200

ties and relations. 201

Wikidata is an open-source knowledge base, 202

serving as a central storage for all structured data 203

from Wikimedia projects. The data model of Wiki- 204

data typically consists of two components: items 205

and properties. Items represent all things in human 206

knowledge. Each item corresponds to a clearly 207

identifiable concept or object, or to an instance 208

of a concept or object. We use entities in the top 209

nine categories, including human, taxon, admin- 210

istrative territorial, architectural structure, occur- 211

rence, chemical compound, film, thoroughfare, and 212

astronomical object.5 Then, we use the relationship 213

of instance of, subclass of, and part of to extract 214

triplets. An example triplet is (human, organisms 215

known by a particular common name, Socrates). 216

These triplets will be used to construct syllogisms. 217

ConceptNet is another open-source semantic net- 218

work. It contains a large number of knowledge 219

graphs that connect words and phrases of natural 220

5The full list and the statistics are available at:
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:
Statistics.
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language with labeled edges (relations). Its knowl-221

edge is collected from many sources, where two222

entities are connected by a closed class of selected223

relations such as IsA, UsedFor, and CapableOf.224

We use ConceptNet to extract the descriptive at-225

tributes of the entities obtained from Wikidata. By226

this means, we can obtain another group of triplets,227

which are also used for constructing syllogism. For228

example, we can get a triplet for the entity human229

like (human, CapableOf, die), representing the fact230

that a human will die.231

3.2 Data Processing232

In this section, we introduce the construction pro-233

cess of five types of syllogism data, respectively.234

Some examples of different types are shown in235

Table 3.236

3.2.1 Categorical Syllogism237

As shown in Table 1, a categorical syllogism is238

composed of a major premise, a minor premise,239

and a corresponding conclusion. We first construct240

premises and then use them to infer the conclusion241

and form syllogisms.242

The premise in a categorical syllogism can be243

summarized as four propositions according to dif-244

ferent quantifiers and copulas:245

(1) All S are P ; (2) No S are P ;
(3) Some S are P ; (4) Some S are not P ;

246

where S and P are two entities. With different247

combinations of the four propositions, categorical248

syllogisms can be categorized into 24 valid pat-249

terns. The first part of Table 3 shows an example250

of Dimatis syllogism, which is one of the valid pat-251

terns.6 To construct premises, we use the extracted252

triplets from Wikidata and ConceptNet. To obtain253

a proposition which contains negative relationship,254

we can use the Antonym and DistinctFrom rela-255

tionship in ConceptNet to construct it. Taking the256

triplets (chemical compound, subclass of, pure sub-257

stance) and (chemical compound, Antonym, mix-258

ture) as an example, we have:259

(1) All chemical compounds are pure substances;
(2) No chemical compounds are mixture;
(3) Some pure substances are chemical compounds;
(4) Some pure substances are not mixture.

260

By this means, we can obtain various premises,261

which will be used for constructing syllogisms.262

For each pattern of syllogism, we first sample263

6Other patterns can be referred to in Appendix A.

triplets to construct major premises. Then, we use 264

the middle term (i.e., the second entity in the major 265

premise) to sample the minor premises. Finally, 266

the conclusion can be inferred from the major and 267

minor premises directly. 268

Considering the example in Table 3, which is a 269

Dimatis syllogism, we first sample a triplet (car- 270

bon dioxide, IsA, chemical compound). Then, we 271

use the middle term chemical compound to sample 272

another triplet (chemical compound, subclass of, 273

pure substance), which forms the minor premise. 274

Finally, we can generate a conclusion based on the 275

pattern definition. All other different patterns of 276

syllogisms can be constructed in a similar way. 277

3.2.2 Hypothetical Syllogism 278

Similar to categorical syllogism, a hypothetical syl- 279

logism has two premises and a conclusion. The 280

difference is that the premises have one or more 281

hypothetical propositions. A hypothetical Syllo- 282

gism has three valid patterns (the full list is in Ap- 283

pendix A), and we use five relations (i.e., Causes, 284

HasSubevent, HasPrerequisite, MotivatedByGoal, 285

and CausesDesire) in ConceptNet to construct hy- 286

pothetical propositions. 287

The following pattern is used as an example to 288

illustrate the data construction process: 289

Premise 1: If P is true, then Q is true.
Premise 2: If Q is true, then R is true.
Conclusion: If P is true, then R is true.

290

Specifically, we extract a triplet pair where the tail 291

entity of one triplet is the head entity of another 292

triplet, e.g., (success, CausesDesire, celebrate) and 293

(celebrate, CausesDesire, have a party). This 294

triplet pair can construct premises as success makes 295

you want to celebrate, and celebration makes you 296

want to have a party. Then, we can build a hy- 297

pothetical syllogism according to the pattern, and 298

the corresponding conclusion is success makes you 299

want to have a party. Hypothetical syllogism with 300

other patterns can be constructed in a similar way. 301

3.2.3 Disjunctive Syllogism 302

A disjunctive syllogism has two premises: One of 303

them is a compound proposition, which tells that 304

at least one proposition is true; The other premise 305

tells that one proposition in the former premise is 306

false. Then, we can infer another proposition in the 307

former premise is true. For example, if P and Q 308

are two propositions, a disjunctive syllogism can 309
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be described as:310

Premise 1: P is true or Q is true;
Premise 2: P is not true;
Conclusion: Q is true.

311

According to whether the two propositions can be312

both true, a disjunctive syllogism can be catego-313

rized as compatible or incompatible.314

We use ten relations in ConceptNet to construct315

disjunctive syllogism, where eight of them (such316

as PartOF and HasA) are used for compatible dis-317

junctive syllogism, and the rest two (i.e., Antonym318

and DistinctFrom) are used for incompatible dis-319

junctive syllogism (all relations we used are listed320

in Appendix B). Here, we use the incompatible dis-321

junctive syllogism as an example to illustrate the322

construction process.323

We first sample a triplet for an entity, such as324

(newspapers, CapableOf, come weekly) and (news-325

papers, CapableOf, come daily). Then, we can con-326

struct a premise as newspapers can come weekly or327

come daily. Next, we obtain another premise, such328

as some newspapers cannot come weekly. Finally,329

we can have the conclusion as some newspapers330

come daily. In this way, we can automatically con-331

struct various disjunctive syllogisms based on the332

triplets in ConceptNet.333

3.2.4 Polysyllogism334

A polysyllogism is a combination of a series of335

categorical syllogism. It usually contains three or336

more categorical propositions, and the conclusion337

is also a categorical proposition.338

The construction of polysyllogism can be sum-339

marized as the following steps:340

(1) We sample a categorical syllogism from341

our categorical syllogism repository (built in Sec-342

tion 3.2.1).343

(2) According to the form of the conclusion, we344

can get its predicate term and subject term.345

(3) We use these terms to traverse the repository346

and select a premise/conclusion that contains them.347

(4) We use the conclusion obtained in the second348

step and the selected premise/conclusion in the349

third step as two new premises. Then, we can infer350

the conclusion and check if the generated syllogism351

follows a valid pattern.352

(5) Repeat the above process, and we can obtain353

a series of syllogisms.354

(6) We use both premises in the first syllogism355

and the minor premise in all other syllogisms as the356

premises of the polysyllogism. The conclusion is357

Table 4: An example of categorical syllogism before
manual rewriting.

Original
Premise 1 Some chemical compounds are carbon diox-

ide.
Premise 2 All chemical compounds are pure sub-

stances.
Conclusion Some pure substances are carbon dioxide.

obtained from the last syllogism’s conclusion. By 358

this means, we can construct a polysyllogism. 359

We provide an example in the fourth row of Ta- 360

ble 3 to illustrate the construction process. 361

3.2.5 Complex Syllogism 362

In addition to constructing the previous four types 363

of syllogism, we investigate another new type of 364

syllogism, which is called complex syllogism. A 365

complex syllogism contains two premises and a 366

conclusion, and the premises and conclusion are 367

compound propositions, which contain one or more 368

logical connectives (i.e., not, and, or, and if-then). 369

These logical connectives significantly increase the 370

difficulty of the syllogism. An example of a com- 371

plex syllogism is shown in the last row of Table 3. 372

The construction steps can be summarized as: 373

(1) We randomly sample a pattern from hypothet- 374

ical and disjunctive syllogism as a basic pattern. 375

(2) We replace the simple propositions in the 376

basic pattern (such as P , Q, and R) by a compound 377

proposition with the logical connectives not, and, 378

and or, (e.g., not P, P or Q, and P and Q). 379

(3) After the replacement, we can infer the con- 380

clusion (according to the pattern we derived, as 381

shown in Appendix A) and construct a complex 382

syllogism. 383

Rule of Replacement To replace a simple propo- 384

sition by a compound proposition, we use the Syn- 385

onyms relation in ConceptNet. For example, con- 386

sidering the proposition something that might hap- 387

pen as a consequence of eating ice cream is plea- 388

sure, we use the synonym of the entity ice cream, 389

i.e., cone, and construct a compound proposition 390

as something that might happen as a consequence 391

of eating ice cream and cone is pleasure. 392

3.3 Manual Rewriting for Test Set 393

To test the models’ performance on (real) syllo- 394

gisms and facilitate future in-depth research, we 395

manually rewrite 1,000 samples (200 of each type) 396

from our collected data as a test set. The rewrit- 397

ing process is as follows: First, 500 samples are 398
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Table 5: Results of conclusion generation task.

Metric Transformer GPT-2 T5 BART

C
at

eg
or

ic
al

ROUGE-1 27.93 34.14 37.95 41.59
ROUGE-2 6.91 8.10 9.93 11.98
ROUGE-L 24.80 27.74 28.55 32.06
BLEU-1 19.65 22.54 21.93 25.93
BLEU-2 4.44 4.57 4.45 6.03
BERT-Score 87.81 88.49 89.79 90.28

H
yp

ot
he

tic
al

ROUGE-1 21.49 29.06 35.29 35.12
ROUGE-2 6.68 8.62 13.83 14.41
ROUGE-L 19.51 24.84 30.97 30.73
BLEU-1 19.21 19.75 26.01 25.5
BLEU-2 6.43 5.37 10.70 10.17
BERT-Score 89.84 89.29 91.75 91.63

D
is

ju
nc

tiv
e

ROUGE-1 38.05 41.81 51.76 51.97
ROUGE-2 17.55 15.61 29.29 30.93
ROUGE-L 35.51 38.09 48.91 49.76
BLEU-1 30.68 30.27 36.89 41.07
BLEU-2 12.25 10.11 19.82 22.92
BERT-Score 91.20 91.29 93.91 93.84

Po
ly

sy
llo

gi
sm

ROUGE-1 42.87 48.45 51.64 50.17
ROUGE-2 16.10 21.39 24.94 22.20
ROUGE-L 37.84 43.46 46.53 45.23
BLEU-1 30.73 33.94 37.11 35.99
BLEU-2 10.91 13.44 14.94 14.75
BERT-Score 90.55 90.24 92.09 91.98

C
om

pl
ex

ROUGE-1 33.06 40.65 45.76 47.83
ROUGE-2 14.19 15.31 20.37 23.51
ROUGE-L 31.61 38.23 43.58 45.17
BLEU-1 26.98 30.53 37.16 39.74
BLEU-2 10.88 9.98 16.85 19.15
BERT-Score 90.88 90.62 92.90 93.04

A
ll

ROUGE-1 28.47 35.53 40.95 42.07
ROUGE-2 9.71 12.18 17.51 18.78
ROUGE-L 26.15 31.67 36.80 38.06
BLEU-1 22.47 23.76 28.89 30.23
BLEU-2 6.98 7.00 11.87 13.08
BERT-Score 89.41 89.69 91.80 91.81

randomly collected from each type of syllogism,399

respectively. Then, we examine the semantics and400

filter out illogical syllogisms. Next, for the remain-401

ing ones, we correct the grammatical problems (if402

any). Finally, for each premise/conclusion, the403

language is painstakingly paraphrased. Table 4 dis-404

plays an example before our manual rewriting, and405

it corresponds to the first example in Table 3. It406

is evident that the sample after rewriting is more407

diverse, fluent, and closer to real human language.408

Our experiments (see Section 4.5) will show that409

the test data are very challenging, whereas training410

on our automatically collected data is still effective.411

4 Experiments412

4.1 Task Formalization413

Based on our collected data, we design two tasks:414

Conclusion Generation It is a natural language 415

generation task. The model should generate the 416

correct conclusion based on two given premises. 417

Premises and conclusions are natural language 418

text, which can be represented as sequences of 419

tokens. Formally, given two premises P1 = 420

{wP1
1 , · · · , wP1

m } and P2 = {wP2
1 , · · · , wP2

n }, 421

the model is asked to generate the conclusion 422

C = {wC
1 , · · · , wC

l }, where w is a token. Sim- 423

ilar to other text generation tasks, the genera- 424

tion probability of the conclusion is determined 425

by the product of the probability of each word, 426

which can be described as: P (C|P1, P2) = 427∏
P (wC

i |wC
<i, [P1;P2]), where [;] is concatena- 428

tion operation. More premises can be handled by 429

concatenate all of them as a long sequence. 430

Conclusion Selection It is a natural language un- 431

derstanding task. The model is asked to select a 432

correct conclusion from four options, where three 433

of them are distractors.7 With the above notations 434

of premises and conclusion, we can define the con- 435

clusion selection task as: 436

S(Ci, [P1;P2]) =
exp(M(Ci, [P1;P2]))∑4
j=1 exp(M(Cj , [P1;P2]))

, 437

where S(Ci, [P1;P2]) is the predicted probability 438

of Ci as a correct conclusion, and M(·, ·) is the 439

output logit of the model. 440

The statistics of our dataset for both tasks are 441

given in Appendix D. 442

4.2 Baseline and Evaluation Metrics 443

We compare the performance of several models. 444

For the conclusion generation task, we consider 445

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) and several pre- 446

trained models, including GPT-2 (Radford et al., 447

2019), T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), and BART (Lewis 448

et al., 2020). For the conclusion selection task, we 449

employ BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu 450

et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), and ELEC- 451

TRA (Clark et al., 2020) as baseline methods. For 452

all pre-trained models, we use the base version. 453

As for evaluation metrics, following previous 454

studies (Aghahadi and Talebpour, 2022), we use 455

ROUGE-1/2/L (Lin, 2004), BLEU-1/2 (Papineni 456

et al., 2002), and BERT-Score (Zhang et al., 2020) 457

to evaluate the performance of the conclusion gen- 458

eration task. ROUGE and BLEU are commonly 459

used metrics for text generation, and they mea- 460

sure the n-grams overlap between the generated 461

7Detailed construction process is given in Appendix C.
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text and the ground-truth one. BERT-Score is a462

recently proposed model-based metric. It leverages463

the pre-trained contextual embeddings from BERT464

and matches words in generated and ground-truth465

texts by cosine similarity. It has been shown to cor-466

relate with human judgment on sentence-level and467

system-level evaluation. For the conclusion selec-468

tion task, we use Accuracy to evaluate the models’469

performance.470

4.3 Implementation Details471

We use PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and Trans-472

formers (Wolf et al., 2019) to implement all models.473

They are trained on 8 Tesla V100 GPUs with 32GB474

memory. All hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate)475

are tuned according to the performance (BLEU-476

1/Accuracy) on the validation set.477

In the conclusion generation task, for the478

decoder-only model GPT-2, the major premise, mi-479

nor premise, and conclusion are concatenated as480

a long sequence and fed into the model. The loss481

is only computed in the conclusion part. For the482

encoder-decoder structure (Transformer, T5, and483

BART), the two premises are concatenated and in-484

put to the encoder, while the conclusion is input to485

the decoder and used for generation. The maximum486

generation length is set as 128. The training batch487

size is set as 32. The AdamW (Loshchilov and488

Hutter, 2019) optimizer is applied with a learning489

rate of 5e-5. The learning rate decay mechanism is490

applied. All models are trained by 100 epochs, and491

the total training time is around 32.875 hours.492

In the conclusion selection task, we concate-493

nate two premises as one sequence, use the con-494

clusion as another sequence, and transform them495

into the text-pair input format, which is com-496

monly supported by pre-trained language mod-497

els. For example, the input for BERT is: X =498

[CLS]P1P2[SEP]C[SEP]. The representation499

of [CLS] is used for option selection. The maxi-500

mum sequence length is set as 256. The training501

batch size is set as 64. A learning rate of 2e-5 with502

decay mechanism is used. The optimizer is also503

AdamW. All models are trained by ten epochs, and504

the total training time is around 28.625 hours.505

4.4 Experimental Results506

The results of all models on the conclusion genera-507

tion task are shown in Table 5, while those on the508

conclusion selection task are reported in Table 6.509

For the conclusion generation task, we can see510

that the overall performance in terms of word-511

Table 6: Accuracy of conclusion selection task.

Type BERT RoBERTa XLNet ELECTRA

Categorical 49.50 47.00 49.50 43.50
Hypothetical 88.73 90.20 92.65 88.73
Disjunctive 96.52 97.01 96.02 97.50
Polysyllogism 57.14 64.53 60.10 62.56
Complex 88.12 92.08 93.07 93.07

All 74.55 77.82 76.93 75.15

BERT RoBERTa XLNet ELECTRA0.3

0.4

0.5
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Figure 1: Results of the conclusion selection task with
or without pre-training on automatic training data.

overlap metrics (such as ROUGE and BLEU) is 512

poor. Given that conclusions are often brief (7.79 513

tokens on average), these results show that the task 514

is fairly challenging. In contrast, the BERT-Score 515

is high, indicating that models are able to gener- 516

ate some key information but cannot organize it 517

into a reasonable conclusion. Furthermore, the 518

pre-trained language models perform significantly 519

better than the vanilla Transformer. We attribute 520

this to the natural language nature of our dataset, 521

and these results suggest that our dataset can help 522

future research on leveraging pre-trained language 523

models to generate text that is logically reasonable. 524

For the conclusion selection task, the overall ac- 525

curacy is around 75%, showing a significant devia- 526

tion from perfection. Intriguingly, the performance 527

on categorical syllogisms and polysyllogisms is ex- 528

tremely bad. A potential reason is that these two 529

types of syllogisms contain more patterns (e.g., cat- 530

egorical syllogisms have 24 valid patterns). As a 531

comparison, the performance on hypothetical syl- 532

logisms is significantly higher since there are only 533

three patterns. We also notice that the performance 534

on polysyllogisms is higher than that on categorical 535

syllogisms, despite the fact that the former is de- 536

rived from the latter. We speculate the reason is that 537

the polysyllogisms have more abundant informa- 538

tion in premises (i.e., multiple premises), which is 539
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Table 7: Results (ROUGE-1/2/L) of the conclusion gen-
eration task with or without pre-training on automatic
training data.

Model w/o Automatic data w/ Automatic data

Transformer 24.26 / 7.32 / 22.4 32.79 / 11.59 / 30.06
GPT-2 32.96 / 11.62 / 29.64 44.26 / 17.19 / 39.59
T5 44.03 / 20.31 / 39.01 50.33 / 25.03 / 46.18
BART 45.96 / 22.79 / 41.98 52.27 / 26.81 / 47.08

Table 8: An example of syllogism with context. The
vanilla premises are in red.

Premise 1: Carbon dioxide is a chemical compound com-
posed of two oxygen atoms covalently bonded to a single
carbon atom. CO2 exists in the earth’s atmosphere as a gas
and in its solid state it known as dry ice.
Premise 2: In a scientific context, “pure” denotes a single
type of material. Ostensibly, compounds contain more than
one type of material. Therefore, chemical compounds are
considered pure substances. Pure compounds are created
when elements combine permanently, forming one sub-
stance.
Conclusion: Pure substances include carbon dioxide.

helpful for pre-trained language models to conduct540

reasoning.541

4.5 Further Analysis542

We also explore the following research questions:543

Effect of Automatically Constructed Data In544

our benchmark, the training data are automatically545

constructed from knowledge bases, while the test546

data are human annotated.8 To reveal the relation-547

ship between these two kinds of data, we conduct548

an additional experiment as: we split the test set as549

new training, validation, and test sets with a ratio of550

8:1:1 (i.e., they have 800, 100, and 100 samples re-551

spectively). Then, we train new models on the new552

training data and test their performance on the new553

test data. As a comparison, we train another model554

that has been pre-trained on the original training555

data (automatically constructed). The results are556

illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 7.557

It is clear to see that training on automatically558

constructed data is beneficial for learning on manu-559

ally rewritten data. This is due to the fact that the560

original dataset is large and contains sufficient train-561

ing signals. This also validates the benefit of our562

dataset – the knowledge acquired from large-scale563

data can be transferred to more difficult problems.564

8We also perform a human evaluation on 100 automatically
constructed samples (20 for each type of syllogisms). About
72% samples are grammatically perfect and logically correct.
More details can be referred to at Appendix E.

Table 9: Impact of context for conclusion generation
(ROUGE-1/2/L) and conclusion selection (Accuracy).

Model w/o Context w/ Context

Transformer 28.47 / 9.71 / 26.15 14.19 / 2.58 / 13.13
GPT-2 35.53 / 12.18 / 31.67 21.82 / 5.67 / 19.89
T5 40.95 / 17.51 / 36.8 23.79 / 7.13 / 21.68
BART 42.07 / 18.78 / 38.06 23.38 / 7.27 / 21.31

BERT 74.55 65.84
RoBERTa 77.82 66.53
XLNet 76.93 69.01
ELECTRA 75.15 66.34

Effect of Context in Premises Existing machine 565

reading comprehension datasets often provide a 566

paragraph for reasoning. Inspired by these tasks, 567

we expand the premises in our generated syllogisms 568

by adding more informative context so as to vali- 569

date the models’ capability of extracting effective 570

clues and inferring conclusions. Specifically, for 571

each premise in the manually rewritten dataset, we 572

ask the annotators to further collect some relevant 573

information through search engines and add it as 574

the context. After this step, both premises are hid- 575

den in paragraphs, which makes it more difficult 576

to infer a correct conclusion (as shown in Table 8). 577

Results of both tasks shown in Table 9 indicate: (1) 578

Existing models are still far from tackling reason- 579

ing problems in real life; and (2) Extracting clues 580

(such as premises in our case) before reasoning is 581

a promising solution for reasoning tasks, which 582

could be explored in the future. 583

Appendix F shows the model generated conclu- 584

sions of syllogisms in Table 3, and we analyze the 585

limitation of this work in Appendix G. 586

5 Conclusion 587

In this work, we built a large-scale benchmark for 588

natural language syllogistic reasoning. It covers 589

five types of syllogism. The data were automat- 590

ically constructed from knowledge bases by our 591

proposed construction methods. To evaluate the 592

models’ performance on real human syllogism, we 593

manually rewrote 1,000 samples as the test set. Ex- 594

periments showed that syllogistic reasoning is a 595

very challenging task for existing pre-trained lan- 596

guage models. Moreover, our further study indi- 597

cated that existing models are even farther from 598

tackling syllogistic reasoning in real scenarios. 599
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Ethical Statement600

This work constructs a new benchmark for syllo-601

gistic reasoning. The main dataset is automatically602

constructed using entities and their relations from603

Wikidata and ConceptNet. The construction tem-604

plate is predefined and manually reviewed, so the605

ethical concerns are avoided. For the human rewrit-606

ing process, we hire five annotators and require607

them to avoid any social bias and privacy issues608

in the rewritten material. The results are randomly609

shuffled and sent back to them for an ethical review.610

We pay them roughly $15 per hour for annotation.611
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A Patterns in Syllogism836

We list all valid patterns in categorical (shown in837

Table 10), hypothetical (shown in Table 11), and838

complex syllogisms (shown in Table 12).839

B Relations from Wikidata and840

ConceptNet841

We list all relations that are used for constructing842

syllogisms in Table 13.843

C Distractor Construction in Conclusion844

Selection Task845

In the conclusion selection task (introduced in Sec-846

tion 4.1), we mix the correct conclusion with three847

distractors. Basically, these distractors are gener-848

ated from the ground-truth conclusion by changing849

its quantifier, adding negative words, or exchang-850

ing its subject and object. Specifically, for different851

kinds of syllogisms, we show the distractor genera-852

tion process by some examples.853

Categorical Syllogism For a syllogism as fol-854

lows:855
Premise 1: All m are p.
Premise 2: All s are m.
Conclusion: All s are p.

856

We can generate distractors of the conclusion as:857

(1) Some s are p. (modify quantifiers)
(2) All s are not p. (add negative words)
(3) All p are s. (exchange subjects and predicates)
(4) Some p are not s. (others)

858

Hypothetical Syllogism For a syllogism as fol-859

lows:860

Premise 1: If P is true, then Q is true.
Premise 2: If Q is true, then R is true.
Conclusion: If P is true, then R is true.

861

We can generate distractors of the conclusion as:862

(1) If R is true, then P is true.
(exchange propositions)

(2) If Q is true, then P is true.
(exchange propositions)

(3) If R is true, then Q is true.
(exchange propositions)

(4) P is true. (remove a proposition)
(5) Q is true. (remove a proposition)
(6) R is true. (remove a proposition)
(7) If P is true, then R is not true.

(add negative words)

863

Disjunctive Syllogism For a syllogism as fol- 864

lows: 865

Premise 1: P is true or Q is true;
Premise 2: P is not true;
Conclusion: Q is true.

866

We can generate distractors of the conclusion as: 867

(1) Q is not true. (add negative words)
(2) P is true. (change a proposition)
(3) P is true or Q is not true. (add a proposition)

868

Polysyllogism Syllogism This kind of syllogism 869

is built on several categorical syllogisms. There- 870

fore, we can use the same distractor construction 871

method as categorical syllogisms. 872

Complex Syllogism This kind of syllogism is 873

constructed by adding one or model logical con- 874

nectives to the original premises and conclusions. 875

Therefore, to generate the distractors, we can (1) 876

add or remove the negative connective (i.e., not) 877

from the original proposition; or (2) replace the 878

connectives in the original proposition by others 879

(e.g., and → or). For example, given a syllogism 880

as follows: 881

Premise 1: If P is true or if Q is true, then R is true;
Premise 2: If R is true, then S is true;
Conclusion: If P is true or if Q is true, then S is true.

882

We can generate distractors of the conclusion as: 883

(1) If P is true or if Q is true, then S is not true.
(add negative words)

(2) If P is true or if S is true, then Q is true.
(change a proposition)

(3) If P is true and if S is true, then Q is true.
(change the logical connective words)

884

D Dataset Statistics 885

The statistics of our SYLLOBASE is given in Ta- 886

ble 14. 887

E Annotation of Automatic Data 888

To evaluate the quality of our automatically gen- 889

erated data, we conduct a human annotation for 890

100 random samples (20 for each type of syllo- 891

gisms). The annotators are asked to label whether 892

the samples have grammatical faults and incorrect 893

logic. The overall accuracy is 72%. Concretely, 894

the accuracy is 75%, 80%, 70%, 65%, and 70% 895

for categorical syllogisms, hypothetical syllogisms, 896
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Table 10: 24 valid patterns in categorical syllogisms.

Pattern Figure Major premise Minor premise Conclusion

Barbara (AAA) 1 All m are p All s are m All s are p
Barbari (AAI*) 1 All m are p All s are m Some s are p
Calarent (EAE) 1 No m is p All s are m No s is p
Celaront (EAO*) 1 No m is p All s are m Some s are not p
Darii (AII) 1 All m are p Some s are m Some s are p
Ferio (EIO) 1 No m is p All s are m Some s are not p

Camestres (AEE) 2 All p are m No s is m No s is p
Camestros (AEO*) 2 All p are m No s is m Some s are not p
Cesare (EAE) 2 No p is m All s are m No s is p
Cesaro (EAO*) 2 No p is m All s are m Some s are not p
Baroco (AOO) 2 All p are m Some s are not m Some s are not p
Festino (EIO) 2 No p is m Some s are m Some s are not p

Darapti (AAI) 3 All m are p All m are s Some s are p
Felapton (EAO) 3 No m is p All m are s Some s are not p
Datisi (AII) 3 All m are p All m are s Some s are p
Disamis (IAI) 3 Some m are p All m are s Some s are p
Bocardo (OAO) 3 Some m are not p All m are s Some s are not p
Ferison (EIO) 3 No m is p Some m are s Some s are not p

Bamalip (AAI) 4 All p are m All m are s Some s are p
Calemes (AEE) 4 All p are m No m is s No s is p
Calemos (AEO*) 4 All p are m No m is s Some s ara not p
Fesapo (EAO) 4 No p is m All m are s Some s are not p
Dimatis (IAI) 4 Some p are m All m are s Some s are p
Fresison (EIO) 4 No p is m Some m are s Some s are not p

Table 11: Three valid patterns in hypothetical syllogism. P , Q, and R are three propositions.

Original hypothetical syllogism
Premise 1: If P is true, then Q is true. Premise 2: If Q is true, then R is true. Conclusion: If P is true, then R is true.
Modus ponens
Premise 1: If P is true, then Q is true. Premise 2: P is true. Conclusion: Q is true.
Modus tollens
Premise 1: If P is true, then Q is true. Premise 2: Q is not true. Conclusion: P is not true.

disjunctive syllogisms, polysyllogisms, and com-897

plex syllogisms, respectively. This result reflects:898

(1) Our automatic data have fairly good quality.899

Our experiments in Section 4.5 also validates this.900

(2) The polysyllogism is hard to construct as it901

concerns multiple syllogisms.902

F Case Study903

We show some results of BART in conclusion gen-904

eration task to make a case study. They are shown905

in Table 15. We can see: (1) The model can gener-906

ate conclusions that are different from the ground-907

truth but are also correct in logic (e.g., the first,908

third, and fourth case). This indicates that pre-909

trained language models can indeed learn some910

logic reasoning skills from syllogisms rather than911

merely “remembering” some fixed patterns. (2)912

Syllogistic reasoning is still difficult for existing913

models, and the errors stem from several different914

aspects. As shown in the hypothetical syllogism,915

the model generates a semantically correct conclu- 916

sion, but it is irrelevant to the premises. This prob- 917

lem is identified as “hallucination” of pre-trained 918

language models (Nie et al., 2019), i.e., the model 919

cannot decide whether to generate a conclusion 920

based on its learned parameters or the given con- 921

text. We believe our dataset can contribute to the 922

study of hallucinations in logical reasoning. As for 923

the last case, the model generate a conclusion oppo- 924

site to the ground-truth. This indicates that existing 925

models may need additional reasoning modules to 926

conduct complex reasoning problems. 927

G Limitations 928

We build a new benchmark for syllogistic reason- 929

ing. The limitations are mainly in the experiments 930

part: (1) Due to the limited human resources, our 931

test set is quite small, which may not support train- 932

ing large models directly. (2) We evaluate all mod- 933

els by comparing their predictions with the ground- 934
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Table 12: 42 valid patterns in complex syllogisms.

Id Premise 1 Premise 2 Conclusion

0 ¬ p ∨ q p q
1 (p ∧ q) ∨ r ¬ p ∨ ¬ q r
2 (p ∨ q) ∨ r ¬ p ∧ ¬ q r
3 p ∨ ¬ q ¬ p ¬ q
4 p ∨ (q ∧ r) ¬ p ∧ q r
5 p ∨ (q ∧ r) ¬ p ∧ r q
6 p ∨ (q ∨ r) ¬ p ∧ ¬ r q

7 ¬ p ∨ q ¬ q ¬ p
8 p ∨ (q ∨ r) ¬ q ∧ ¬ r p
9 (p ∧ q) ∨ r p ∧ ¬ r q
10 (p ∧ q) ∨ r q ∧ ¬ r p
11 p ∨ ¬ q q p
12 p ∨ (q ∧ r) ¬ q ∨ ¬ r p

13 ¬ q →¬ p ¬ q ¬ p
14 (p ∨ q) → r p ∨ q r
15 (p ∧ q) → r p ∧ q r
16 p → (q ∨ r) p q ∨ r
17 p → (q ∨ r) p ∧ ¬ q r
18 p → (q ∨ r) p ∧ ¬ r q
19 p → (q ∧ r) p q ∧ r
20 p → (q ∧ r) p ∧ q r
21 p → (q ∧ r) p ∧ r q

22 (p ∨ q) → r ¬ r ¬ (p ∨ q)
23 (p ∨ q) → r ¬ p ∧ ¬ r ¬ q
24 (p ∨ q) → r ¬ q ∧ ¬ r ¬ p
25 (p ∧ q) → r ¬ r ¬ (p ∧ q)
26 (p ∧ q) → r p ∧ ¬ r ¬ q
27 (p ∧ q) → r q ∧ ¬ r ¬ p
28 p → (q ∨ r) ¬ q ∧ ¬ r ¬ p
29 p → (q ∧ r) ¬ q ∨ ¬ r ¬ p

30 ¬ q →¬ p ¬ r →¬ q ¬ r →¬ p
31 (p ∨ q) → r r → s (p ∨ q) → s
32 (p ∨ q) → r (r → s) ∧ p s
33 (p ∨ q) → r (r → s) ∧ q s
34 (p ∧ q) → r r → s (p ∧ q) → s
35 (p ∧ q) → r (r → s) ∧ p ∧ q s
36 p →(q ∨ r) (q ∨ r) → s p→ s
37 p →(q ∧ r) (q ∧ r) → s p→ s
38 p → q q → (r ∨ s) p→ (r ∨ s)
39 p → q (q → (r ∨ s)) ∧ p r ∨ s
40 p → q q → (r ∧ s) p→ (r ∧ s)
41 p → q (q → (r ∧ s)) ∧ p r ∧ s

truth conclusions, but human performance is not935

evaluated. As a benchmark, it may be better to936

provide human performance and show the perfor-937

mance gap of existing models. (3) We have not938

tested the performance of pre-trained models in939

terms of logical correctness. This kind of auto-940

matic metrics has been rarely studied, which can941

be a potential direction of our future work.942

Table 13: Relations used for syllogisms construction.

Type Used Relations

Wikidata

Categorical academic degree subclass (human)
Categorical ethnic subclass (human)
Categorical field of work subclass (human)
Categorical genre subclass (human)
Categorical occupation subclass (human)
Categorical language subclass (human)
Categorical instance of (human)
Categorical instance of (taxon)
Categorical taxon subclass (taxon)
Categorical film subclass (film)
Categorical chemical compound subclass (chemical

compound)
Categorical administrative territorial subclass (admin-

istrative territorial)
Categorical architectural structure subclass (architec-

tural structure)
Categorical astronomical object subclass (astronomi-

cal object)
Categorical occurrence subclass (occurrence)
Categorical thoroughfare subclass (thoroughfare)

ConceptNet

Categorical /
Disjunctive

/r/CapableOf

Categorical /
Disjunctive

/r/HasProperty

Categorical /
Disjunctive

/r/Antonym

Categorical /
Disjunctive

/r/DistinctFrom

Disjunctive /r/Part of
Disjunctive /r/HasA
Disjunctive /r/UsedFor
Disjunctive /r/SymbolOf
Disjunctive /r/MannerOf
Disjunctive /r/MadeOf
Hypothetical /r/Causes
Hypothetical /r/HasSubevent
Hypothetical /r/HasPrerequisite
Hypothetical /r/MotivatedByGoal
Hypothetical /r/CausesDesire
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Table 14: Statistics of SYLLOBASE.

Conclusion Generation Training Validation Test (w/o context) Test (w/ context)

# Premises-Conclusion Pair 240,000 10,000 1,000 1,000
Avg./Max. # Tokens in Premises 23.52 / 232 23.50 / 232 27.59 / 75 183.92 / 726
Avg./Max. # Tokens in Conclusion 7.79 / 88 7.77 / 44 8.5 / 21 8.5 / 21

Conclusion Selection Training Validation Test (w/o context) Test (w/ context)

# Premises-Question Pair 240,000 10,000 1,000 1,000
Avg./Max. # Tokens in Premises 23.52 / 232 23.50 / 232 27.59 / 75 183.92 / 726
Avg./Max. # Tokens in Question 12.41 / 16 12.39 / 16 12.38 / 16 12.38 / 16
Avg./Max. # Tokens in Candidate Answer 8.88 / 88 8.85 / 44 9.41 / 26 9.41 / 26

Table 15: Examples of conclusions generated by BART. The good results and bad results are in different colors.

Categorical Syllogism
Premise 1: Carbon dioxide is a chemical compound.
Premise 2: Chemical compounds are considered pure substances.
Conclusion: Pure substances include carbon dioxide.
Prediction: Some completely natural substances include carbon dioxide.

Hypothetical Syllogism
Premise 1: When you make progress in your project, you may want to celebrate.
Premise 2: Having a party is a good choice if you want to celebrate.
Conclusion: You may want to have a party if you achieve great progress in your project.
Prediction: Celebrating has the effect of bringing people together.

Disjunctive Syllogism
Premise 1: Newspapers are generally published daily or weekly.
Premise 2: Some newspapers are not published weekly.
Conclusion: Some newspapers are daily newspapers.
Prediction: Some newspapers are generally published daily.

Polysyllogism
Premise 1: Some movies are not cartoon movies.
Premise 2: Science fiction animations belong to animated films.
Premise 3: Remake films are also films.
Conclusion: Some remakes are out of scope of science fiction cartoons.
Prediction: It exists some remakes are out of scope of science fiction cartoon.

Complex Syllogism
Premise 1: If Jack has computer skills and programming knowledge, he could write programs.
Premise 2: Jack cannot write computer programs, but he can use computers.
Conclusion: Jack does not have programming knowledge.
Prediction: He can write computer programs.
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